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New ethical dawn since 20 January 2017. Gentlemen, I shall first here express my 

appreciation, for the gracious nature of contacts with US government officials, since the 

Trump-Sessions administration took office. This is dramatically different from previous years, 

when friends and partners of Robert Mueller menacing to murder me, were encouraged by 

US government officials suborned into playing along. 

 

And I value the hint that I may be able to at last return to the United States under 

government protection, as I have long had in Europe, to testify re indictments against the 

foreign-funded gang of child rape, extortion and terrorist criminals, who have been operating 

with a sense of impunity out of the white-shoe WilmerHale and Ropes Gray law firms, whilst 

they defrauded millions out of a mentally-disturbed psychopath Hillary Clinton friend and 

donor, and threatened to murder both past and present DOJ employees as part of their 

efforts to obstruct and impede justice. 

 

Mueller-tied crimes a current threat to the USA. As you understand, this is not just a case of 

'historical' felonies of corruption tainting two corrupt DOJ high officials, former Special 

Counsel Patrick J Fitzgerald and his enabler, 2001-13 FBI Director Robert Mueller, who joined 

in selling an egregious 'comfort letter' to a gang of British-funded child rape and extortion 

criminals, mid-way in carrying out 'pay us or we kill you' terrorist acts on US territory, the 

boasted-about bribery of two federal judges, and a long series of related racketeering 

offences, including bags of bribery cash to media, buying the 'fake news'. 

 

Foreign-funded terrorism. The crimes for which Robert Mueller received his generous share 

of millions defrauded from clients, and Mueller's share of funds from a British-based child 
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rape and extortion crime group, a series of felonies on US territory falling under the terrorism 

statutes, are highly significant in several areas of immediate concern, including the personal 

safety of DOJ officials, whom Mueller's friends will not hesitate to murder, as they face life 

prison terms and tens of millions of losses. 

 

Mueller a paid agent of foreign parties seeking USA regime change. One prime take-away is 

that, given how Robert Mueller has received a share of foreign-origin and crime-generated 

funds, sourced in a British-based criminal group, which actively seeks to undermine, disable 

or remove the Trump-Sessions government; and how Mueller is in position to secure further 

millions by politically-biased devious actions serving his paymasters, who fear felony 

indictment under Trump-Sessions administration, Robert Mueller is quite unfit to continue 

in the role that he has. Robert Mueller should be preparing himself to face a grand jury, not 

calling others to one. Fuller details below. 

 

Robert Mueller's service to foreign-funded criminal interests, include protection for 'pay us 

or we kill you' extortion teams enslaving human beings and committing terrorist acts on US 

soil. Robert Mueller's child rape crime friends, are significantly involved in race-hate crimes, 

protecting a white racist, threats to 'kill a n-gger', general laughter and contempt for 'sp-cs' 

and 'nigg-rs', and an exploitation of diversity in the Jewish community in order to 'totally 

destroy a kike Jew f-cker' who has been identified as a Jew vulnerable to attack, less likely to 

be defended by conventional Jewish leadership. 

 

'Fake news' media bribed by foreign interests. It should be noted as well that, e.g., the 

Boston Globe - New York Times, also fear felony indictment in the Mueller-tied crimes, taking 

tax-evading British-sourced bribes to create fake news for terrorist felonies on US soil, hence 

the hysteria of these media outlets in trying to alter US government, before they face a grand 

jury themselves along with the rest of the Mueller-tied crime group. This is of course the 

deepest motive behind the fake 'Resistance' of these media firms to the Trump-Sessions 

administration. 

 

Mueller-related crimes sabotaging US-DOJ extradition requests. Another issue is that Robert 

Mueller's crime gang friends, have been destroying hundreds of hours of work by DOJ staff 

members, given that a series of extradition requests by DOJ are being halted, as the bribery 

of Mueller and Fitzgerald, along with the bribery of two Virginia federal judges, gets well-

known to other governments and court systems around the world. This is not adequately 

appreciated in the USA, because of the way Mueller's crime gang friends, have succeeded in 

enrolling at least two top lawyers of Google, as accessories to their felonies, so the crimes 

are largely hidden in internet searches by USA residents. "Bribed American judges and 

Google, motherf-cker, what the f-ck are you gonna do about it?" say Mueller's friends. 
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As you know at DOJ, US Appeals Court filings on the crimes of Robert Mueller's friends, have 

been largely deleted or masked from US court records and the internet, as part of the 

package of favours by US federal judges receiving British-sourced bribery cash, paid to render  

'orders to Google' to hide the group's criminal activities. A court filing was made in Britain the 

other year, updating a summary of the crimes of the Mueller-Fitzgerald-backed crime group. 

As that material made the rounds of UK judges and the UK law society, it was significant 

background for the blocking of the extradition request by DOJ, seeking to prosecute the UK's 

Mr Lauri Love, amidst USA Virginia federal judges bribed in Mueller-tied crimes. 

 

Ex-DOJ staffer Dr Les Sachs had warned the Obama DOJ officials at the time, that they were 

foolish to continue the policy of supporting the extortion and bribery scheme involving 

Mueller and Fitzgerald, but they paid no heed. 

 

It is significant to European courts and governments, that the crimes involving Robert Mueller 

and Patrick Fitzgerald, show DOJ high officials involved in corruption, not only denying 

protection of law to European citizens, but even denying protection of law to DOJ's own 

honoured past employees, and to the most highly educated citizens of the United States. 

 

Ironically, Robert Mueller is also helping Russia itself to halt extradition requests by the 

United States. The Mueller-related felony crime dossier, is well known to a number of major 

governments, including Russia's, and Russia - not seeking to humiliate the USA openly - is yet 

able to privately show other countries how: 

-- DOJ officers like Mueller and Fitzgerald will sponsor international terrorist threats and 

attacks upon EU citizens, and join in threatening to murder DOJ employees and FBI witnesses; 

-- How USA federal judges whom Mueller and Fitzgerald helped bribe, behaved like perverted 

goons and sent strings of harassing e-mails to Europe's capital Brussels, whilst the judge's 

child rape friends e-mailed cyber-terrorist computer viruses to Europe as well; 

-- Federal judges and DOJ officials joining to sponsor 'Pay us or we kill you' human 

enslavement terrorist teams operating on USA territory, attacking European citizens there. 

 

Russia and other countries can make a strong case - as was made in Britain - that the USA has 

no independent judiciary as of the moment; that both US federal courts and DOJ high officials 

are pervasively soiled by bribery and corruption as coarse as that of any tinpot dictatorship, 

US federal judges acting as if they have no honour whatsoever. To make matters worse, 

Robert Mueller's child rape gang friends have been bribing US federal judges in Virginia, 

and it is well-noticed internationally, that this Virginia circuit where federal judges seem to 

have no shame in humiliating themselves, are where a large proportion of cases involving 

foreigners are sent for trial. Clearly there is need of a radical clean-up in both DOJ and 

amongst the black-robed federal judiciary occupants, at least in the Virginia swamp of 

corruption. 
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For Robert Mueller and Patrick Fitzgerald, having Google lawyers connected to Hillary 

Clinton as their crime partners, and bribing judges to give 'court orders to Google' to hide 

their own crime connections, is all a very clever business. But having Google hide a set of 

crimes, and spread lies about crime witnesses, is not impeding other governments from being 

aware of, and acting upon, the crime files which Google is censoring. 

 

Senior DOJ officials sponsoring felonies by millionaires and law firms. What Robert Mueller 

and his related corrupt gangs represent, is a systematic sponsoring of major felonies by high 

corrupt DOJ officials, in partnership with corrupt law firms, encouraging millionaires to 

commit felony criminal acts which carry long prison sentences if prosecuted. The reasons 

these felonies are encouraged, with DOJ officials even selling 'comfort letters' to known 

egregious terrorist felons, as happened under Robert Mueller, are: 

-- Millionaires who commit felonies, are incentivised to make larger donations and gifts to 

Hillary Clinton, the Bush family, the Obamas, other politicians, and their related 

organisations, as 'insurance' to help avoid prosecution by presidential administrations; 

-- Law firms get much larger fees from clients advised and manipulated to commit felonies, 

the 'thrill of power' in committing felonies leaving enduring legal problems, generating huge 

income for corrupt law firms such as WilmerHale and Ropes Gray, who advise and coach 

clients to commit felonies with this in mind; 

-- Bribes become available to be paid to judges and DOJ officials, including through 'revolving 

door' high-salary jobs from the criminally enriched law firms, after officials leave DOJ (as 

enriched Robert Mueller); 

And also: 

Confidence that felonies sponsored by DOJ officials will never be prosecuted, because: 

-- An inherent institutional unwillingness to expose that USA federal judges accept bribes 

-- The institutional hesitation of judges to expose that fellow judges are corrupt, as Robert 

Mueller's friends say, "The circle jerk of bribed judges covering up for each other"; 

-- Google's powerful support co-operating with judge bribery, Google lawyers eager to win 

favour with judges, and in particular to support any felonies connected with Hillary Clinton; 

the judges supporting crimes by instant banning of speech and press, gag orders, etc.; 

-- Bribery of media such as the New York Times and CNN, eager to assist law firms in judge 

bribery; intimidation and terrorisation of other media to not report bribery evidence; 

-- Intimidation and terrorisation of USA lawyers, claiming that a court filing exposing bribery 

is 'contempt of court', with the lawyer perhaps instantly disbarred, bankrupted, even jailed; 

-- The informally-understood 'deal' amongst law firms, US federal judges, and DOJ officials, 

that in return for DOJ indulging judges who are taking bribes from law firms who are 

defrauding client funds etc., the judges will issue rulings, helping DOJ indulge dodgy and 

undeserving cases against targets, especially minorities - as Robert Mueller's friends put it, 
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"They need the bribed judges to jail all those nigg-rs"; and conversely, "The judges jailing 

nigg-rs for bullsh-t, are always the ones you can bribe"; 

-- The eagerness of presidential candidates such as Hillary Clinton to garner funds, Clinton's 

office even accepting the defrauding of her personal friends by law firms, if the urging to 

continue Clinton donations was incorporated into the fraud; this is followed by the elected 

candidate, e.g., Clinton-Obama administration, then declining to prosecute crimes amongst 

their political donors. 

 

The crime gangs connected to Robert Mueller, are now in fear from the Trump-Sessions 

administration. USA President Donald Trump does not seem to be in the same bribe-

receiving category as Hillary Clinton whom Mueller's friends feel they 'bought' and now 

'own'; whilst Attorney General Jeff Sessions, with his reputation for disliking paedophiles, is 

quite feared by the criminals operating out of the WilmerHale and Ropes Gray law firms, 

given their involvement in child rape, and extensive use of child rape criminal networks to 

spread lies on the internet. 

 

The fear of being indicted, by criminals facing 10 year or even life prison sentences; the fear 

of losing tens of millions in revenues; are all motivating this crime group to use their already-

well-paid agent Robert Mueller, to dislodge and destroy the Trump-Sessions government. 

 

For Robert Mueller's child rape gang associates, "I don't care how much I f-ck up other 

people, all I care about is me and my friends." Encouraged by Robert Mueller and Patrick 

Fitzgerald, and emboldened by the belief that open felonies of bribing two federal judges is 

something that DOJ will always fear to prosecute, WilmerHale and Ropes Gray have 

psychopathic contempt for their sabotaging the reputation of the US judicial system, in their 

offices having laughed and taunted US officials behind their backs, "What are you going to do 

about it, motherf-cker?" 

 

Certainly in the DOJ and FBI there are brave courageous people, who have always wanted to 

prosecute the massive felonies of Robert Mueller's good friends, criminals who generously 

rewarded Mueller for his favours to their criminality. But the brave people are often at lower 

or mid-level in DOJ, and under previous administrations saw grave risk in daring to oppose 

the political-bribery-indulging creatures such as Patrick Fitzgerald and Robert Mueller. 

 

The WilmerHale and Ropes Gray theory, is that you bribe a few top DOJ officials, and as for 

the rest, well, "You had better get in line, motherf-cker!" It seems specifically a purpose of 

Mueller's friends threatening to murder Dr Les Sachs as a former DOJ employee, in order to 

let current DOJ employees know that the Mueller-tied gang won't hesitate to murder DOJ 

staff or United States Attorneys, 'F-ck you up … slander you … kill you … totally destroy you, 

just like destroyed kike Jew f-cker Leslie Sachs." To aid in murders or other criminal acts, 
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Google's lawyers are prepared to supply personal information from Google data and 

surveillance, about any targets that WilmerHale and Ropes Gray lawyers decide they want to 

murder, to prevent prosecution of their mutual crimes. 

 

At WilmerHale - Ropes Gray offices, there was a laughing discussion of murdering Boston 

United States Attorney Carmen Ortiz, who knew that a massive string of foreign-funded 

felonies were being managed within walking distance of the Boston federal building. Given 

the terrorist threats to kill by Robert Mueller's friends, in a scheme feeding money to Hillary 

Clinton, Ortiz seemed in fear, unwilling to challenge the crimes by Boston lawyer Joan Ann 

Lukey. Lukey is the archetype of the psychopath lawyer, thrilled to have sold the managing 

partners of both WilmerHale & Ropes Gray, on letting her run her crime schemes out of their 

posh white-shoe offices, and to have caused a large wave of destruction to the international 

reputation of US courts and the US Department of Justice. 

 

"Bribed American judges, motherf-cker, that's the game we play … What game are you 

playing, motherf-cker?" is a Mueller-indulged slogan. Another Robert-Mueller-sponsored 

boast is that, "There is no f-cking US Constitution, the Constitution belongs to people like me 

who own the f-cking judges!" … "Everything we do is legal, because we're bribing American 

judges. Bribed American judges, motherf-cker! … You want something 'legal', with 'judges'? 

I'll give you 'judges', motherf-cker! …Do you have evidence, motherf-cker? My bribed federal 

judges will take care of your evidence, motherf-cker! [I.e., evidence and court filings 'banned 

from Google' by bribed-judge order.] 

 

Mueller bribery funds 'above the table', 'legal'. Robert Mueller, picking up his rewards at 

WilmerHale for the massive WilmerHale terrorist and extortion felonies, and defrauding of 

millions of WilmerHale client funds, that Mueller indulged as FBI director, no doubt sees 

himself as being very clever about the way he collected his dosh. It wasn't the crude satchel 

of tax-evading bribery cash, such as Mueller indulged being paid to the notorious 'Judge 

Robert Payne is my name, Federal bribe is my game', or Payne's partner in child-rape bribery, 

federal Judge Norman Moon; or the tax-evading bag of cash given by Mueller's law partner 

Joan Ann Lukey, to Boston Globe - New York Times staffer David Mehegan. 

 

Mueller took his reward the more sophisticated way, in ultra-lush salary and bonuses at the 

law firm whose felonies he shielded as FBI director, with a nice time lag in between. Mueller 

will no doubt pinky-swear, that he wasn't at all thinking of the WilmerHale felonies he 

indulged, when WilmerHale paid him all those millions. "Ok," Robert Mueller can say, "Maybe 

WilmerHale wouldn't have paid me all those millions if I had sought to prosecute all those 

WilmerHale felonies when I was FBI director. That doesn't prove anything." 
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From the WilmerHale and Ropes Gray point of view, it was worth very large scale bribes to 

Robert Mueller, because the Mueller and Fitzgerald assistance to the Joan Ann Lukey felonies 

operated in their law firm offices, helped avoid tens of millions of revenue losses to these law 

firms, if their crimes were fully exposed and prosecuted. The 'comfort letter' that Patrick 

Fitzgerald sold to Joan Ann Lukey in their mutual bribery arrangements, right in the middle of 

a felony terrorist crime sequence, required indulgence from Mueller's FBI in order to be 

successful. Mueller seems to have known he was lining himself up for truly rich bribery 

rewards. 

 

Thousands of pages of evidence, 'smoking guns'. As has long been recognised at DOJ, the 

crimes of Robert Mueller's child rape gang friends, are actually quite easy to prosecute. As 

arrogant as this gang of criminals have been, they didn't hesitate to leave a huge 

documentary trail of evidence of their felonies, citing to each other the several political 

factors which they believed would prevent criminal prosecution. Moreover, there are so 

many participants in these crimes, that various kinds of small fry criminals can easily be 

'persuaded' to implicate those more central to the schemes. 

 

DOJ already has thousands of pages of files on the Robert-Mueller-tied felonies, centred now 

in the law practice of Mueller's law partner Joan Ann Lukey, and thousands more pages of 

files, and video-tapes etc., could be picked up in a few quick FBI sweeps. 

 

Summary: How the Mueller-tied child-rape-gang got started. As you know at DOJ, the 

Robert-Mueller-tied terrorist felonies menacing to kill Dr Les Sachs and others, is one of the 

truly egregious Title 18 U.S. Code § 241 schemes of American history. It is instructive to note 

the massive wave of crimes, which are encouraged when a grinning, smirking, bribe-taking 

federal judge, instantly bans freedom of speech and of the press to enable the felonies and 

terrorist extortions of his lawyer friends. For those who would like a recap, or perhaps are 

reading about these felonies for the first time, here is a summary. 

 

Hillary Clinton's white racist, paedophilic, psychopath lesbian friend. Some decades ago, a 

mentally-disturbed Southern female, abandoned as a teen-ager on preacher Billy Graham's 

doorstep, was introduced to both the George Bush family and the Hillary and Bill Clinton 

family, through the highly political Grahams. At some point it was decided, that this 

psychopathic woman, with her lesbian fetish for corpses of human female children, would be 

propped up by media, to be known as the famous crime novel author Patricia Cornwell, as 

she could fill books with grisly details of corpses which she enjoyed discussing. The 'deal' was 

that Cornwell would be made wealthy from her book sales, but that she would 'rebate' some 

millions back to the Bushes, Clintons and the USA political establishment, in the forms of 

'donations' to the politically-tied 'charities' and so on. 
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As corrupt DOJ official Patrick Fitzgerald agreed in collusion with Mueller's law partner Joan 

Ann Lukey, "This bitch has a ticket to bribe judges in America ... Let's use that ticket to take 

millions of the bitch's money." That scheme to defraud millions of Cornwell's funds, is still 

continuing today, with Robert Mueller's apparent amusement at how long it has lasted, and 

how Mueller himself was able to personally enrich himself from it. 

 

3 British companies paying for terrorism on USA soil. There are three criminal British 

companies involved here, helping pay Robert Mueller, spread lies on the internet and in the 

media about Mueller-tied crimes, financing terrorist groups on US soil, and ready to today 

finance the murder of FBI agents and DOJ staff members, if they think they can pull it off. 

These are three British companies joined in marketing Patricia Cornwell's books, and also 

partnering with Mueller's law firm to defraud Cornwell out of some of the millions they 'pay' 

her. They are the ultimate source of criminal and terrorist funds used and deployed by Robert 

Mueller's crime gang friends, and a source of monies Robert Mueller received personally. 

 

As is known in DOJ files, these British companies facing indictment in the USA, are the media 

and publishing company Pearson plc, prime publisher of Patricia Cornwell's books; ICM - 

International Creative Management - of London, Los Angeles, and New York City, Cornwell's 

longtime 'agent', equally guilty as a prime sponsor and financing source for terrorist felonies; 

and the UK Guardian news site, tied closely to the UK government and intelligence agencies, 

Guardian editor Alan Rusbridger bribed by Pearson via book contract, running a series of lying 

articles supporting terrorist threats to kill people, the Guardian now working to remove the 

Trump-Sessions US government, motivated by Guardian fear of US federal indictments. 

 

This entire gang and their crimes are also well known in the files of the UK National Crime 

Agency, itself intimidated by this crime group's political clout. Ropes Gray and WilmerHale 

have been able to stoke fears in Europe, that if the UK or any other European government 

prosecutes them or these British companies, they can be subject to political assassination 

with the help of the CIA, and data from Google data-mining surveillance. 

 

Many Patricia Cornwell books were sold and marketed, but problems began to arise as it 

became clear Cornwell was a lawless, deranged psychopath, who felt encouraged by her 

Clinton-Bush connections and her sudden fame and wealth, to behave like a wholesale 

pervert and begin destroying lives. Her political connections gave her access to FBI and DOJ 

personnel, whose lives she began to destroy in scandals noted in biographies of Cornwell, 

which Google bans and blocks from the internet in order to help crimes involving her. 

 

Cornwell's malicious destruction of FBI agents and their careers (Margo & Eugene Bennett 

cases) , has given rank-and-file DOJ personnel a firm desire to see all federal felonies 

involving Cornwell be prosecuted. For DOJ staff with old-fashioned integrity traditions, they 
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much prefer to support someone like their former colleague Dr Les Sachs, who risked his life 

to try to protect the US Constitution in the United States. But within DOJ, honest federal 

agents find they have been over-ruled by some top DOJ officials, the corrupt political animals 

such as Fitzgerald and Mueller, eager to serve the Hillary Clinton etc establishment. 

 

Patricia Cornwell long had a love for committing felony crimes, and then using her political 

connections to cover for them, Cornwell boasting of her ability to even murder people and 

get away with it. She was encouraged in crime by a legion of lawyers defrauding Cornwell of 

her money, advising her to engage in felonies so they can earn more legal fees. Robert 

Mueller savoured this game along with Patrick Fitzgerald: "Milk that bitch like a fat f-cking 

cow ... Keep that bitch paying legal fees till she is 80 years old ... The dumb bitch never figures 

it out." The office of Hillary Clinton had no objection to devious lawyer schemes to steal 

millions of Cornwell's funds, despite their apparent lesbian flirtation together; so long as 'the 

bitch' would keep making political donations, the crime scheme had HRC's indulgence. 

 

There is a classic Southern white racist side to Cornwell. In some of the final judicial 

electrocutions in Virginia, Dr Les Sachs was an anti-death-penalty protestor outside the 

prison at night, where the man was being killed by the state. For Patricia Cornwell, however - 

sometimes granted the privilege of being present at autopsies, she joyfully spoke of, "Just 

imagine - cutting up the body of an electrocuted nigg-r!" 

 

Patricia Cornwell also had a complex relationship to Jewish people, whom she enjoyed 

dominating. On the one hand, she took Jewish lesbian lovers, and spoke about 'slapping a 

Jew bitch's face to get her to lick my c-nt'. But more significantly, she took great pleasure in 

threatening to kill a Jewish victim, and the identification of Jews who can be targeted with 

abuse:"We know how to f-ck up a Jew and get away with it ... I love humiliating that Jew f-

cker [Dr Les Sachs], I wanna destroy everything about that Jew f-cker's life ... Everyone loves 

to f-ck up a Jew, when they know they can get away with it." This fascination / domination 

desire with Jews, and with Hitler-Nazi aspects, was a prime factor in Cornwell's lawyers 

stoking her hate for Dr Les Sachs, and inducing Cornwell into a murderous rage against him. 

 

The problems with Cornwell's psychopathic nature, came first to a head with regard to 

Cornwell's fetish for female children's corpses. Cornwell has talked lovingly about 

masturbating while caressing the nude corpse of a dead female child. Stolen private records 

of dead real children she enjoyed, turned up in Cornwell's published books. A lawsuit was 

filed, but the case was quashed when a local Virginia state judge was bribed with a nice bag 

of cash from Virginia's Willcox & Savage law firm, the lawsuit records later locked up and 

sealed. 
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In the aftermath of the local judge bribery in the case of the children's corpses, the mentally-

addled, drunk-and-on-drugs Cornwell, felt a dependency on the judge-bribing lawyers who 

had solved her problem. And on their part, with Cornwell's tens of millions to salivate over, 

the lawyers for Cornwell became eager to concoct grand schemes to take several of those 

millions for themselves. That scheme eventually came to include DOJ Special Counsel Patrick 

Fitzgerald, and FBI Director and now Special Counsel Robert Mueller. 

 

Ex-DOJ-staff, anti-corruption author Dr Les Sachs. With a desire to make a career doing 

something for the common people of America, the former DOJ employee Dr Les Sachs had 

first earned 7 university degrees starting with the first two at Harvard, to become one of the 

most highly-educated citizens of the United States, his doctorate in legal and religious history, 

Dr Les Sachs occupied in a long personal spiritual quest. Having a critical mind about US 

academic and other institutions, Dr Les Sachs began making a career as an anti-corruption 

book author, with a successful six-figure book amusingly conveying the scams of the USA 

auto sales business. He also engaged in some social activism, writing letters for people who 

appeared to be unjustly in prison, protesting the death penalty, and so on. This helped 

Cornwell's lawyers feel he was a good vulnerable target, for a Cornwell hate object. 

 

In what nearly wound up getting him murdered - in his naiveté then about USA and Virginia 

political mafias - at one point Dr Les Sachs began to needle and investigate his Richmond, 

Virginia neighbour Patricia Cornwell. This was met with glee by Cornwell's lawyers, who 

concocted a scheme to use Dr Les Sachs as a hate object, in order to steal millions of 

Cornwell's funds, leveraging Cornwell's white racist tendencies, and her love for threatening 

to kill people, especially a "kike Jew f-cker". 

 

This scheme to successfully steal millions of Cornwell's money - a scheme in which Robert 

Mueller has enriched himself handsomely - was a creation of three lawyers: Alex 'The 

Gangster' Gigante of Britain's Pearson plc, eager to steal back for himself some of the millions 

of Cornwell's book royalties paid through his firm; Conrad Shumadine of Willcox & Savage in 

Virginia, who had brought the bribery cash to the local Virginia judge in the case with 

Cornwell and the children's dead bodies; and Michael Rudell of New York City, part of a gang 

of Jewish lawyers so corrupt they violate the most sacred of Jewish laws, joining to murder 

another Jew so they could steal millions from a white racist gentile with a Nazi fetish. 

 

Rudell assured his partners, "I know how to light up a Jew," and faxed Dr Les Sachs an 

extortion letter with neo-Nazi Third Reich overtones, threatening a book-burning of Dr Sachs' 

books that he was publishing. Trolling for a response, he got one as Dr Sachs fired back 

publicly... but the gang of Cornwell's lawyers found disappointment in Patricia Cornwell, who 

did not at first want to spend money to attack Dr Sachs. "Why should I spend money about 

some piece of sh-t Jew and what he says?" was her reaction. 
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These lawyers had to move to a more aggressive plan B to steal millions of Cornwell's funds. 

Using media contacts of Shumadine's in Virginia, they planted a fake 'interview' with Dr Les 

Sachs on the front page of the Richmond Times-Dispatch, by a reporter who never met Dr 

Sachs and never in fact interviewed him or spoke to him about the content of the article, 

which was dictated by Shumadine. The 3 lawyers then waved the newspaper at the gullible 

Cornwell, who instantly declared, "Yes, I'll spend millions to destroy that kike Jew f-cker 

now!", Cornwell not realising it was actually impossible to have that story prominently in the 

paper, without her own lawyers or staff asking for it. 

 

Moving swiftly, the Cornwell lawyers duping her, suborned the Times-Dispatch lawyers and 

management, to suppress a letter to the editor denouncing the fraud. They lined up Virginia's 

utterly corrupt 'Judge Robert Payne is my name, Federal bribery is my game,' who called up 

Dr Les Sachs on the phone to tell him his freedom of speech and of the press was instantly 

banned because of the 'evidence' of the fraudulent newspaper article, Judge Payne agreeing 

to help hide from Cornwell that the Richmond newspaper story was a fraud by her lawyers. 

 

Shortly after that, two lawyer friends of Judge Payne, a local fraudster with a 'Freedom 

Foundation' that didn't exist, and a neo-Nazi anti-Semite from Germany, both posing as 

'lawyers representing Dr Les Sachs', threatened to murder Dr Les Sachs on behalf of Judge 

Payne, Pearson plc, and the whole criminal gang around Cornwell. 

 

It was explained to Dr Sachs that a fraudulent, visibly absurd 'settlement' would be enacted, 

with a totally fraudulent document, enslaving Dr Les Sachs for life to the lawyers and judge 

threatening to kill him, with full banning of his freedom to write and speak, and Dr Sachs 

would be paying the judges' friends many hundreds of thousands of dollars over the years to 

come, if he wanted to stay alive. The fraudulent document claimed that nationally-known 

anti-corruption book author Dr Les Sachs, had instantly 'agreed' to all of this. 

 

It was further explained that, if Dr Sachs tried to protest or appeal, he would be jailed by the 

judge for 'contempt of court' after a 2nd fraudulent newspaper article was published, and he 

would either be hanged in a fake 'suicide', or his asthma medication would be taken away 

from him, and he would slowly choke to death in a jail cell. 

 

No lawyer, either at that time, or since, has ever had the courage to make a court filing in Dr 

Les Sachs' defence, against a gang of criminals who are able to bribe federal judges in 

connection with the Clintons and Bushes. Patrick Fitzgerald and Robert Mueller later joined 

this scheme with laughing and self-enriching amusement, confident that this is a felony 

scheme that would never in their lives be prosecuted. 
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It is of course technically a crime of 'terrorism' to threaten violence to affect the process of 

the US judiciary, and 'terrorism' as well to threaten violence with political motivation. And we 

see now that technical and formal 'terrorism' is still continuing, with the death threats against 

Dr Les Sachs maintained by Robert Mueller's friends, and with Robert Mueller and a large 

British-funded gang seeking the alteration of US government, using menaces of violence 

amongst their tools. 

 

As the FBI knows, Patricia Cornwell herself has often exulted in the felonious threat of 

terrorist murder, telling others, "Of course I threatened to kill the Jew f-cker. Of course I 

threatened to burn the Jew f-cker's books." And Cornwell has admitted she knew about the 

human enslavement: "All he needed to do was keep his Jew mouth shut and keep on paying 

the people working for me, and that Jew piece of sh-t could still be living in America." 

 

Cornwell has repeatedly said, including in sworn testimony, that it was that Times-Dispatch 

article - which she didn't know her own lawyers had fabricated - that led her to spend 

unlimited millions to try to destroy Dr Les Sachs and his life, forcing him to become a political 

exile under European government protection, and where he is now an important interlocutor 

to European Union governments and institutions, about USA legal system and media control 

crimes. 

 

This Times-Dispatch article fraud by Cornwell lawyers is also important, because DOJ Special 

Counsels Patrick Fitzgerald and, it appears, Robert Mueller as well, entered into criminal 

agreement with lawyer Joan Ann Lukey to continue this defrauding of Cornwell, Cornwell 

being manipulated into not seeing that her own lawyers were cheating her over a period of 

years, including her 'new lawyer friend' Joan Lukey. 

 

Fitzgerald and Mueller let Joan Lukey know, that no FBI agent would come to Cornwell and 

ask her any questions that might help her realise she was being defrauded by a whole long 

string of lawyers, including Lukey. Fitzgerald and Mueller, WilmerHale & Ropes Gray, all 

joined in collusion with the 3 lawyers who began the scheme, defrauding Cornwell's millions. 

 

It is reported that Fitzgerald often investigated serious crimes about which he did nothing, as 

if lining himself up for bribery cash. DOJ e-mails show that his office was investigating the 

crimes involving Pearson, contrary to what the lying Fitzgerald wrote and signed in the 

document he sold to criminals, Fitzgerald qualifying himself for triple bribery benefits: (1) 

Tax-evading cash from Joan Lukey of WilmerHale, who was hurling thousands of bribes in 

every direction; (2) Marketing promotion, plus hiding of his crimes, by bribery-partner 

Google, to advance Fitzgerald's career; (3) Career favours for helping crimes supplying 

funding flows to Hillary Clinton, the Bush family and others. 
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With Robert Mueller looking on in amusement, Patrick Fitzgerald sold Cornwell a 'comfort 

letter', and urged her to use the then-very-famous Patrick Fitzgerald name, to market her 

crime and terrorist scheme to the media. When Boston Globe - New York Times staffer David 

Mehegan took the bribery satchel from Joan Ann Lukey, agreeing to publish false and 

libellous articles to support all the terrorist and fraud crimes, the 'comfort' of joining in a 

criminal scheme co-sponsored by Patrick Fitzgerald, was something he cited as a key 

motivating factor. Mueller and Fitzgerald didn't hesitate to set up felonious 'fake news' at the 

New York Times, going along with Google, who had joined the scheme quite a bit earlier. 

 

Fake news for the Mueller-Fitzgerald crime scheme was also easily purchased from CNN, 

whose book division was marketing Cornwell's books. The UK Guardian, part of the core 

British crime group funding these terrorist-tied crimes in the US, was also a key part of the 

fake news, with the Guardian's corrupt lawyer Gillian Phillips even sending Dr Les Sachs anti-

Semitic hate mail gloating about WW2 killings of Jews. 

 

It is noteworthy that the key Fake News media here, knee-deep in terrorism, fraud and 

extortion - NY Times, CNN, and UK Guardian - the same media involved in felony bribery 

with Fitzgerald and Mueller, are the same corrupt media trying to de-anchor the USA 

Trump-Sessions government, the same media leading a charge of media assaults and smears, 

openly promoting and inciting devious schemes to remove US President Trump from office. 

 

With the boomerang of criminal financing in this affair, it should be noted that the ultimate 

funding crime source is Britain's Pearson plc media company, with its three leading criminals 

Alex 'the Gangster' Gigante, CEO Marjorie Scardino, and then CEO John Fallon, replacing 

Scardino after serving her slavishly in spreading lies on the internet in this crime scheme. The 

money for bribes and 'Pay us or we kill you extortion gangs', and for funds received by Robert 

Mueller himself, ultimately came from Pearson, with the method of manipulating the 

psychopathic author Patricia Cornwell, so Cornwell was a conduit for the felony funds, duped 

into paying for the defrauding of herself by her own lawyers. 

 

It seems that it has been a criminal thrill for Britain's Pearson - along with the ICM agency and 

the Guardian newspaper - to find it was so easy to bribe two federal judges and two high DOJ 

officials in the US, quite fulfilling their stereotype of 'Yank corruption', and how easy it was to 

access that corruption by deploying tax-evading bags of bribery cash through USA law firms. 

 

Pearson also began the bribery of law professors to spread hoaxes hiding the criminal nature 

of their acts, starting with a child-rape criminal from Pace University Law School, Rosario 

Girasa, gleefully spreading lies about the terrorist crimes on Pearson's own website and on 

the internet in general. 
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WilmerHale and Ropes Gray have discussed how they "can move money around without 

anyone noticing", to provide incomes from British company Pearson, to carry out terrorist 

killings on US territory. Google lawyers will supply these law firms, with any Google data or 

surveillance information, that these law firms desire, to carry out killings, with just an 'order 

to Google' from the "circle jerk of bribed judges" these criminals have found in Virginia. 

 

Escalate, double down, commit more felonies to cover up for earlier felonies. With the 

brazen in-your-face felonies of the British-funded bribery gang in Virginia - who later became 

the friends and crime partners of Robert Mueller - Dr Les Sachs did his best to fight back 

against Mueller's child-rape friends for as long as he could, when inside the United States. 

 

Angered that Dr Sachs was earning a high income but not telling them, the bribed federal 

judge's friends moved in to seize his assets and kill him. Befriended discreetly by kind lawyers 

- who explained it would be 'suicide' for themselves if they represented Dr Les Sachs in court 

- Dr Les Sachs was warned when he needed to escape overseas to avoid being killed. Before 

he did so, Dr Les Sachs risked a death by torture in order to try to defend the US Constitution, 

and confronted one of the extortionists threatening to murder him, in a Virginia courtroom 

one day. The local judge could see the truth, but felt she too, had to go along with the bribery 

machine. 

 

Arriving in safety in Europe, where Dr Les Sachs holds Polish and EU citizenship, he became a 

popular figure on the internet for tens of thousands of common American citizens, 

particularly legal system victims and minorities. He began to be read by thousands of such 

USA legal system victims, in part linked through the postings of the historically important USA 

'Jail for Judges' movement, a truly noble effort to bring some comfort to all the poor and 

vulnerable being mauled by USA legal system misconduct. 

 

Dr Les Sachs authored a popular 'FAQ on USA Judicial and Legal Corruption' helping 

thousands of victims to feel less alone, when they confronted the brick wall of corruption 

protecting US judges and lawyers engaged in misconduct. Dr Sachs covered why the media 

was afraid to help; why the ACLU was a fraud ignoring most victims; and many other matters. 

For many Americans finding themselves trapped in a nightmare of horror, finding that the US 

legal system did not function like in Hollywood movies or as they were told in school, Dr Les 

Sachs' writings helped people realise that, at the very least, they were not alone. 

 

For the Robert-Mueller-tied child rape gang, someone like Dr Les Sachs, an honoured former 

DOJ employee trying to help America's common people and minorities, is just a "dumb stupid 

f-cker", and an excellent choice for a hate object when defrauding millions of client funds. 

The Mueller-tied criminals, believe that what is best in the world, is to be clever psychopath 

criminals like themselves using 'colour of law' and legal system corruption as a crime tool. 
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And that there are no human rights for 'stupid Europeans', no human rights for 'f-cking nigg-

rs', and no human rights for 'little f-ckers' or common people, in a legal system serving only a 

few political figures such as Hillary Clinton, served by gangster law firms massively defrauding 

funds of their own clients.  

 

Dr Sachs' popularity in writing, from his safe haven in Europe, was also earning him bitter 

hatred from the criminals who had attacked him. Publishing an article about a corrupt 

Virginia Appeals Judge who refused to answer the court appeals Dr Les Sachs filed, that 

timely article prevented the judge from becoming a Supreme Court nominee, and the federal 

judges of Virginia were out for vengeance against the victim now safe in Europe, whom 

Federal Judge Robert Payne had threatened to murder, in order to secure Payne's tax-

evading bribery cash from Britain's Pearson, paid through the Willcox & Savage law firm. 

 

Patricia Cornwell and the gang of lawyers who had threatened to murder Dr Les Sachs and 

tried to enslave him to the judge's friends, were all angry that this "sneaky little Jew bastard" 

was safe in Europe, out of their reach. 

 

It was at this point that a second federal judge bribery took place, this time under the 

auspices of Patrick Fitzgerald and Robert Mueller, who agreed to full collusion with Boston 

lawyer Joan Ann Lukey, in holding a 2nd fraudulent federal 'legal proceeding' in order to seek 

to ban websites and writings and legal filings of Dr Sachs from the internet, and render him 

unable to reply to tens of thousands of words of lies and hoaxes, which Robert Mueller's 

child-rape friends were unloading onto the internet. 

 

Patrick Fitzgerald, and it seems Robert Mueller as well, endorsed the WilmerHale and Ropes 

Gray approach as to what to do when your felonies were exposed: You do not apologise or 

make amends. You escalate, you double down, you commit more felonies and terrorist acts, 

in order to cover for earlier crimes. 

 

In this 2nd federal judge bribery, it was Richmond lawyer Jimmy 'Jim Jim' Morris who carried a 

satchel of tax-evading bribery cash to US Federal Judge Norman Moon. In the 1st, it had been 

Conrad Shumadine of Willcox & Savage who carried the cash to 'Judge Robert Payne is my 

name, Federal bribery is my game.' The FBI has the names of the judge-bribing bag men, 

thanks to Patricia Cornwell's drunk-on-drugs babbling about her thrilling crimes. It was part 

of the game of Cornwell's lawyers stealing millions of her money, to give her the details of 

how extortion and bribery were performed. The major thing hidden from Cornwell by 

everyone including Robert Mueller, was the fraud of the initial fake Richmond newspaper 

article her lawyers had planted, in order to motivate Cornwell's hate, and how Dr Les Sachs 

was the one person trying to show Cornwell how her own lawyers were stealing her millions. 
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The Robert Mueller gang manipulation of WilmerHale and Ropes Gray client Cornwell, 

specifically included advising Cornwell to commit numerous felonies, such as the perjury they 

coached her in committing in federal court in both of the fake bribed-judge 'legal 

proceedings'. The idea is that, having committed all the felonies her lawyers suggested, 

Cornwell can never complain when she finally wakes up to how her lawyers stole her millions. 

 

Role of Google in the Mueller-Fitzgerald-tied crime gangs. Media search engine monopolist 

Google (Google-Alphabet), quickly became one of the leading participants in these felonies, 

its central guilty parties including top Google lawyer David Drummond and his General 

Counsel colleague Kent Walker. With Google's CEO being close personal friends with Hillary 

Clinton, Google lawyers eagerly committed themselves to any child rape, terrorist, fraud or 

crime scheme, that was feeding Hillary Clinton funds. Google lawyers also seem eager to help 

major US law firms commit fraud and steal client monies, and above all to help bribe the 

judges and to spread lies for judge bribery crimes in dominant Google search results. 

 

Google will supply personal information on targets to child rapists and terrorists, for purposes 

of raping children or killing or harming people, even where criminal intentions are obvious, so 

long as an 'order' comes from a judge being bribed, which can be accompanied with a 'hyper-

injunction' or banning order prohibiting the order form being publicised."Everything we do is 

'legal', because we're bribing American judges," say the Mueller-tied crime gang members. 

 

Google lawyers likely calculate that being the key enablers of USA judge bribery and 

misconduct, is a factor in how US judges give Google the victory in a reported 99% of legal 

cases filed in the US against Google. The lawyers at Google, encourage US law firms to earn 

profits by selling their clients 'orders to Google' from judges the lawyers can bribe, giving the 

client an increased sense of power, and enabling child rapists and others to spread unlimited 

lies about their victims. As Robert Mueller's crime partners say, "The best part of banning 

someone's freedom of speech, is totally slandering the motherf-cker." 

 

From the perspective of Google lawyers David Drummond and Kent Walker, just one bag of 

bribery cash from a child rapist's lawyers to a US federal judge, and the US Constitution 

becomes null and void. Bribe the DOJ officials like Fitzgerald and Mueller, bribe the New York 

Times and Guardian and CNN, make payments to Hillary Clinton, and you have Google's full 

co-operation with unlimited lying and hoaxing against witnesses you want to murder. 

 

The Google hate against Dr Les Sachs became very personal, in that shortly after his arrival in 

Europe, Dr Sachs published about the Google services to the criminal gang that had 

threatened to kill him. But the hate of Google lawyers is not directed at child rapists and 

terrorists who use Google for criminal purposes; Google's most vicious hate is for those who 

expose that Google is a crime-enabling organisation. 
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Google lawyers took on the role of publishing lies and hate about Dr Les Sachs all around the 

world, violating laws of numerous countries by blocking his self-defence against those lies, 

and inciting anti-semitic hate and abuse worldwide, encouraging people on every continent 

to send hate mail to Dr Les Sachs and publish abuse about him. It seemed a specific goal of 

Google to try and destroy this witness to crime in every way possible, and to intimidate law 

enforcement from prosecuting the crimes which Google took a lead in fostering. 

 

Google lawyers supplied free web hosting to Patricia Cornwell herself, publishing over 10,000 

words of hate against Dr Les Sachs, with Cornwell using the fake name 'Sandy Corona'. 

Google hand-manipulated this libellous screed written as part of terrorist acts, into #1 

position in search results, whilst blocking Dr Les Sachs from any reply. 

 

Google specifically violated the United Nations Charter which restricts court jurisdiction to a 

country's own borders. Corrupt Google lawyers pretended that an 'order to Google' from a 

US judge receiving a child rapist's bag of bribery cash, was a worldwide order to run a global 

stalking and harassment campaign, and block a European citizen from having his response to 

lies and defamations visible in search results - a complete violation of the European 

Convention on Human Rights. With Google well-known now to European authorities as a 

criminal, corrupt company - thanks in part to reports to the European Commission and 

European governments, by Google victim Dr Les Sachs - Google has been hit with billions of 

euros in fines. For the Google lawyers, however, the billions in fines are not as important as 

Google assistance for Hillary Clinton, corrupt US officials and law firms. 

 

Google's mercenary division, killing and ready to kill. In the current context of WilmerHale 

and Ropes Gray continuing to threaten to kill people with assistance by Google, it should be 

noted here, for the safety of DOJ personnel, that Google has a regime change - mercenary 

division, formerly 'Google Idea Groups' and now 'Jigsaw', which is described by military 

analysts as taking part in murdering Syrian children and a journalist, and smuggling of 

chemical weapons, as part of 'false flag' operations in the Syrian war theatre. Given Google's 

role in terrorist crimes, it is possible that Google lawyers fearing indictment, would try to use 

their mercenary capability to murder FBI agents, or even DOJ Inspector General Horowitz or 

Attorney General Jeff Sessions. 

 

Google, Wikipedia, and the CIA. When Dr Les Sachs started publishing about Google 

misconduct, earning him the boiling hatred of Google lawyers - Google at times erasing all of 

Dr Les Sachs' journalism from search results - the initial topic was Sachs writing on Google's 

promotion of CIA lying & hoaxing site Wikipedia, run by ex-pornographer Jimmy 'Jimbo' 

Wales, who has built the ultimate machine serving child-rape criminals on the internet. 
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Wales and his team encourage child-rapists with political connections, to publish deceptive 

biographies of themselves on Wikipedia, so they can rape even more children. Child rapists 

and other political-criminals are encouraged to use Wikipedia as their own personal 

playground, using their personal wiki pages to libel and defame victims, and to have their 

own staff be 'Wikipedia administrators' deleting replies by people they are defaming or 

menacing to murder. 

 

Jimmy Wales surrounds himself with other like-minded criminals, e.g., top Wikipedia lawyer 

Fred Bauder, with a history of accusations of molesting women before coming to Wikipedia 

to aid in child-rape crimes. Wikipedia being 'anonymous', is specifically so child-rape criminals 

and intelligence agents, can hide who they are as they publish 'Wiki-lies'. 

 

Encouraged by Google lawyers Drummond and Walker, Wikipedia administrators send hate-

mail to victims, as they have brutally done to Dr Les Sachs, Wikipedia's top people gloating 

and thrilling in their monopoly powers to aid Hillary-Clinton-tied crimes on the internet. It 

seems that the reason why ex-pornographers and child-rape criminals are put in charge of 

Wikipedia, is because such people have no conscience, and therefore will tell any lie, destroy 

any innocent person, in service to the intelligence agencies. 

 

Google lawyers love using Wikipedia with its undeserved 'authority' as a vehicle to spread lies 

and defamations in service of their own criminal activity. Google multiplies copies of 

Wikipedia so a victim is "slandered all over the internet", with Wikipedia manipulated to be 

at top of search results, victims of its "lies with footnotes" lower in search, or entirely banned 

and blocked by Google from replying. 

 

For quite some time, Wikipedia was a leader in the felonies associated with Robert Mueller, 

spreading lies about felonies funded by Britain's Pearson plc, with 'reference links' to 

Pearson's own corporate website ... that's "neutral point of view" according to Wikipedia's 

grinning child-rape-criminal administrators enjoying themselves. Meanwhile, Robert Mueller 

and Patrick Fitzgerald indulged their law firm friends who exulted, "Every dumbf-ck in the 

world believes Wikipedia!" 

 

Wikipedia archives, are thus one more source for the criminal prosecution of the child-rape 

gang connected with Robert Mueller. A huge stream of Wikipedia postings traces back to 

Robert Mueller's friends and law firms, lies about the terrorist acts they committed, 

whopping falsehoods about documents in USA court records, and also a record of Mueller's 

child-rape-criminal friends deleting the replies of victims. 

 

Dr Les Sachs has written a major government police agency report on the international 

crimes of Wikipedia, originally written for Finland, but now known in governments around 
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the world, some of whom then made decisions to restrict Wikipedia access given its criminal 

nature. Documenting the '20 Major Techniques of Wikipedia Deception', this report is often 

hidden from Google search, but can be found here: http://homment.com/FB3PjBQ2DF 

  

With its history of crime and lies serving child rape, and fundraising fraud all around the 

world, Wikipedia merits shutting down. The recommendation of Dr Les Sachs to the EU 

Commission, is that so-called 'reference' sites or 'encyclopaedias' be no higher than #26 in 

search results if they are anonymous. Otherwise, every page should bear a signature of real-

human authorship responsibility, so that the appropriate European Arrest Warrant can be 

issued for the child-rape-criminal or terrorist or CIA agent pretending to be publishing 

'reference' knowledge, on a fraudulent site claiming to be an "encyclopaedia". 

 

The CIA role in Wikipedia, leads to another issue regarding the crimes associated with Robert 

Mueller, the role of the CIA on the internet in spreading lies, seeking to obstruct justice, and 

to intimidate US and European law enforcement officials. The CIA seems to have taken up  

covering for USA judge bribery, as one of its agenda items. The fact that the CIA is obviously 

involved, is an item of terror for European authorities, who fear that they can be murdered or 

slandered or destroyed by some CIA operation affecting their life, if they oppose crimes in 

which the CIA is participating. 

 

And this has explicitly become a theme of Robert Mueller's crime partners at the WilmerHale 

and Ropes Gray law firms, who believe that the past CIA participating in their crime network, 

is another factor that will impeded DOJ from prosecuting their massive felonies. As they put it 

more crudely, "It's all national security, motherf-cker!" 

 

The US CIA and intel agencies have their own reasons to hate Dr Les Sachs and seek him to be 

dead, in that the reports of Dr Sachs to European institutions and governments, and indeed 

to European intelligence agencies themselves, have helped exposed the very clumsy anti-

European CIA-connected criminal operations, violating European laws and threatening 

European citizens. Criminal acts and hoaxes by the US intel agencies, seemed to reach a peak 

of criminality and absurdity under President Obama, and Dr Les Sachs has been an important 

defender of Europe against CIA hoaxes and crimes of various kinds, such as the CIA-tied fake 

'dissidents' and related fundraising fraud in combination with CIA-tied media such as the New 

York Times and UK Guardian, also partners in the child-rape, extortion and terrorism scheme 

tied to Robert Mueller. 

 

Open CIA-asset involvement in the terrorist crimes by Robert Mueller's good friends, is that 

the hints of CIA backing are useful in terrorising European and especially British officials, from 

prosecuting the criminal acts in their own countries. This scheme managed by Boston lawyer 

Joan Lukey, has violated the laws of at least 6 different countries, but it is especially Britain, 

http://homment.com/FB3PjBQ2DF
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where Mueller's friends want to head off a prosecution by the UK National Crime Agency and 

Crown Prosecution Service. The UK Guardian newspaper - tied to the UK intelligence 

agencies, MI5, MI6 and GCHQ - helps in the intimidation, along with the internet intimidation 

by Google, whilst WilmerHale and Ropes Gray were able to boast, "The whole US 

government backing me up, motherf-cker!" 

 

Crazy coached perjury by Robert Mueller's friends. As part of their long-running game of 

defrauding millions of funds from Hillary Clinton's lesbian friend Cornwell, Robert Mueller's 

friends have coached some truly laughable perjuries in USA federal courts. It turned out 

Cornwell was eager to spend millions to enjoy boasting about how judges would "lick up my 

sh-t", how she could say to yourself, "I own you, you black-robed f-cker." From the view of 

Robert Mueller's friends, this also helped place Cornwell in a 'blackmail trap' , for when 

Cornwell would finally wake up to how lawyers like Michael Rudell and Joan Lukey were 

defrauding millions of Cornwell's money. Cornwell's records of committing open perjury 

along with other crimes, serve to block her from public complaints or court filings against 

WilmerHale, Ropes Gray and other law firm gangsters sponsored by Mueller and Fitzgerald. 

 

In the first fraudulent federal 'legal proceeding' when Cornwell's group was bribing US 

Federal "Judge Robert Payne is my name, Federal bribery is my game," Cornwell, coached by 

Conrad Shumadine, simply committed blatant perjury about her neo-Nazi extortion letter, 

also embodied in court filings by her lawyers, demanding and threatening destruction and 

book-burning of a Jew's books. This pleased Cornwell's neo-Nazi fantasy fetish, as well as 

gave Cornwell the thrill of bribing a federal judge to instantly ban the Jewish victim from 

talking about what was occurring. 

 

When Joan Lukey, aided by Patrick Fitzgerald and Robert Mueller, launched the follow-up 

bribery of US Federal Judge Norman Moon, Cornwell was once again coached in perjury, by 

Joan Lukey and Jimmy Morris, this time to claim, that Dr Les Sachs whom she and her group 

had threatened to murder, and who was at that moment living as a political refugee under 

government protection in Europe, Cornwell was led to claim, that Dr Sachs was magically re-

entering the USA without anyone in Homeland Security noticing, 'stalking' Cornwell around 

her private homes, leading Cornwell to hire "extra bodyguards". Cornwell has frequently 

laughed about her joy at this perjury, saying, "That's how you've got to destroy a Jew f-cker 

like that, make him sound like a rapist or something ... I stalked that Jew f-cker for years, look 

who's the 'stalker' now!" 

 

Humiliation of a federal judge by Robert Mueller's gang. Emboldened in taking bribes by 

Patrick Fitzgerald and Robert Mueller, Federal Judge Norman Moon pretended he believed all 

the perjury in front of him in the fake 'legal proceeding' he supervised, where the gang 
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bribing him threatened to disbar and destroy, maybe even kill, any lawyer who would 

represent Dr Les Sachs. 

 

Encouraged by Google to harass anti-Google journalist Dr Sachs, Judge Moon sent a string of 

harassing stalking e-mails to Dr Sachs through Google's G-Mail system, co-ordinated with e-

mailing of computer viruses by cyber-terrorists indulged by Mueller's FBI. Judge Moon 

accepted the offer from Joan Lukey and Google, not only for the satchel of tax-evading 

bribery cash delivered by Richmond lawyer Jimmy Morris, but the 'clever' idea to sign 'orders 

to Google' drafted by Lukey, to hide on the internet how the judge himself was acting like a 

terrorist and child-rape-criminal pervert. 'Orders to Google, make you the most clever bribe-

taking judge in the world!' Fitzgerald and Mueller oversaw the show with apparent laughing 

amusement, at how 'clever' it all was, the cyber-stalking judge bribed to libel his victim as a 

'cyber-stalker'. It's a hallmark of Mueller-tied crimes, that its principals accuse others of 

crimes in which they themselves are implicated; e.g., British-crime-gang financed Mueller 

ignoring his own felony paymasters, running distractions about 'Russia'. 

 

Judge Moon knew the document Lukey presented in court, about Dr Les Sachs almost 

instantly 'agreeing to ban his freedom of speech for his whole life, and to pay hundreds of 

thousands to Judge Payne's friends' was fraudulent, and that Federal Judge Robert Payne had 

led threatening to murder Sachs. But Judge Moon's bribery cash was delicious, and he had 

the Fitzgerald lying 'comfort letter' to assure Moon, that Mueller's FBI would not act to 

prosecute any felonies for Moon taking the bribe. 

 

Judge Moon was ordered the banning from internet search results, of websites of Dr Les 

Sachs, and of US Federal Appeals Court filings which corrupt Virginia Appeals Court judges 

refused to answer; and that Dr Les Sachs would be unable to reply to all internet lies, hoaxes, 

slanders and defamations, by the child-rape gang paying delicious bribes to Judge Moon 

himself and to Robert Mueller, and to the 'Fake News' media of the Boston Globe, New York 

Times, and CNN, with Associated Press' Zinie Chen Sampson apparently getting bribed too. 

 

For Robert Mueller and Patrick Fitzgerald, it was a thrill of power in inducing a US federal 

judge to actively join a scheme of child-rape and international terrorism, Judge Moon 

humiliating himself and the entire US federal judiciary, by his misconduct. Judge Moon and 

Mueller and all the rest, thought "orders to Google" are the perfect enabler for any crime, 

whether raping children, bribing judges, or making terrorist threats to kill FBI witnesses. 

Despite how this arc of bribery involving two US Federal Judges, Payne and Moon, and two 

high DOJ officials, Fitzgerald and Mueller, are now resulting in US extradition requests being 

quashed around the world, Robert Mueller and his gang likely expect the whole crime 

scheme has been a success and they will not have any consequences, given that "We've got 

Google controlling the whole world internet." "Talk about tampering with a witness, we're f-
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cking threatening to kill a witness!", is a statement made with laughter, amongst Robert 

Mueller's law firm friends who paid him the funds he earned by indulging these felonies. 

 

Diversity of Jews, a lever for anti-Jewish hate crimes. Crimes of the Mueller-tied group have 

multiple motivations, money certainly being a leading one, with millions in bribes and 

corruption money, collected by Robert Mueller himself amongst others. But rivalling the 

monetary motivation, this crime group has a psychopathic pleasure in power, Mueller's 

friends saying this openly: "It's all about power. Who has the power, motherf-cker?" Satanic 

pleasure in the exercise of power, is evinced in the pleasure of accomplishing extreme, 

notorious, disgusting crimes, and being able to boast about it. Almost unthinkable offences 

like child rape, and sexually fondling children's dead bodies. Enslaving a human being to 

extortionists threatening to kill him, where he must pay them money just to stay alive. 

 

And joy in treasonous political crimes, damaging the US Constitution, debasing the reputation 

of the US federal legal and judicial system, helping a foreign-based child rape and terrorist 

gang commit felonies, whilst suborning high US government officials. The joy in race hate, the 

contemptuous statements about bribed judges and "sp-cs and nigg-rs", talk at Mueller's law 

firm about how "We might need to kill that nigg-r, he could be a witness against us." 

 

As noted above, these felonies began in a scheme where a British company and a trio of 

corrupt lawyers, exploited a neo-Nazi fantasy fetish of a psychopathic political donor, in order 

to defraud millions of her money. At the start of this fraud, New York's Michael Rudell, was 

able to use the Jewish cultural insight of his law firm, as to which kind of Jew to pick as an 

anti-Semitic hate object, and get away with it - and also how to 'light up a Jew' by triggering 

images and themes of the Nazi Germany killing of Jews, in order to provoke reaction. 

 

Not realised by the general public, is that there are multiple categories of Jewish minorities, 

who are less likely to be helped and protected by Jewish leadership: Non-zionist Jews who 

are religiously or otherwise sceptical of Israel; Jews who have had a Christian affiliation or 

upbringing; Jews who are significant dissidents to USA or Israeli politics, are such Jews who 

can be targeted with some margin of assumption that these Jews will be abandoned to death 

or defamation by mainstream Jewish leadership. For the members of the Robert-Mueller-tied 

crime gang who started this scheme, Dr Les Sachs was just such a 'perfect' Jewish target. 

 

Picking out the vulnerable 'diversity' Jew for anti-semitic hate, also has the aspect that once a 

Jewish victim is identified as a target of hate who can be attacked with immunity, a global 

tsunami of Jew-hate comes to bear upon that victim, from trolls around the world who thrill 

to seeing a Jew who seems helpless to fight back. When Robert Mueller's crime partners at 

Google intensified their campaign to "slander that kike Jew f-cker all over the f-cking world", 
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Dr Les Sachs became an example of how, as Mueller's friends say, "Everyone loves to kick a 

Jew in the head when they know they can get away with it." 

 

Mueller himself, and Patrick Fitzgerald, seemed to enjoy sponsoring major Jew-hate crimes, 

whilst collaborating as corrupt DOJ officials. Mueller seemed to show his anti-semitic Jew-

hating streak as well, in his current position working for foreign interests trying to damage 

and de-stabilise the Donald Trump presidency, as Mueller squeezed a set of Jewish advisors 

to the President, to apparently betray the man for whom they worked. Mueller of course 

knew that his rapid fire actions putting multiple Jewish men in this position, would create 

anti-semitic hate, spite and distrust of Jews, the fear that 'with the Jews, you always lose'. 

Mueller perhaps enjoyed this, as much as he enjoyed indulging and helping to further the 

threats to kill Dr Les Sachs. 

 

"Smarter than everyone at Harvard," Mueller's gang menacing to kill the highly-educated. 

Another aspect of these terrorist crimes, another kind of bigotry Mueller has indulged along 

with the racism, is the open joy in dominating and threatening to kill a highly educated 

person. For anti-intellectual people of rough and base character, it can be a pleasure to have 

power over an educated person's life, so they can feel superior to him. 

 

With Dr Les Sachs having his first two degrees from Harvard University, and his total of seven 

earned university degrees, making him one of the most highly-degreed of all US citizens, it 

was a special pleasure for Mueller's psychopath lawyer partners, to consider themselves 

"Smarter than everyone at Harvard," not only dominating, enslaving, and threatening to kill a 

Harvard graduate, and destroying and distorting many years of his life - But also to 

manipulate Harvard University and humiliate Harvard Law School, to try and ensure that 

Harvard law professors cower in fear from defending the US Constitution, or the Harvard-

degreed legal scholar Mueller's friends are threatening to kill. 

 

As part of Mueller's law firm manipulation of the psychopath Cornwell whilst defrauding 

millions of her funds, Cornwell was advised to make a million dollar donation to Harvard, 

where Cornwell also has lesbian sexual frolic with Harvard faculty, who savour Cornwell's 

dirty crime-engendered money that she spends on them. WilmerHale and Ropes Gray advise 

that this Harvard gift turns Harvard staff into agents for Cornwell, blocking law professors 

from acting for Dr Sachs, despite the intellectual interest and historical nature of the case. 

 

Amongst Mueller's law firm colleagues, there has been discussion of murdering a Harvard law 

school professor, if that professor would move toward making a court filing on behalf of Dr 

Les Sachs, to void all those illegal 'orders' from bribe-taking federal judges, which Mueller's 

friends obtained from the judges using fraudulent documents, perjury, bribery, numerous 

lies, and in general a total violation of US federal civil procedure. The discussion amongst 
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Mueller's partners is that, if one Harvard professor alone tries to act, they can go ahead and 

have that professor killed, or at least defamed and destroyed with some stitched-up 

'scandal'. 

 

However, Mueller's law partners have opined that if an entire group of five or six Harvard law 

school professors would organise together to defend the human and constitutional rights of 

Dr Les Sachs, then it would be "too many to kill", and WilmerHale and Ropes Gray would have 

to apologise and pay millions in compensation, because "no amount of money can make up 

for everything we did to destroy that Jew f-cker's life". 

 

But it is also thought, that "all those dumb f-ckers at Harvard will go along with anything 

that supports Hillary", and Harvard Law School will play along with child rape, threats to kill 

"nigg-rs", and threats to kill one of Harvard's own alumni, so along as the crime scheme feeds 

Hillary money, as the Mueller-tied scheme has been doing. 

 

There has been particular concern amongst Mueller's friends regarding retired Harvard 

professor Alan Dershowitz organising a Jewish group to defend Dr Les Sachs, given the Third-

Reich neo-Nazi burn-a-Jew's-books court filings and threats they made against him, and the 

fact that a neo-Nazi from Germany was one of the early extortionists hired to kill him. 

Cornwell has vowed to spend unlimited money to destroy or kill Dershowitz if he acts, that 

she will "rip him a new assh-le", because "no piece of sh-t Jew is allowed to not lick my c-nt 

and live to tell about it." 

 

Harvard Law Professor Cass Sunstein, Hillary propagandist, supporting threats to kill his 

own Harvard classmate. One of the corrupt Obama administration officials, was 'information 

czar' Cass Sunstein, who was a Harvard undergraduate alongside Dr Les Sachs, often having 

breakfast with him because they lived in the same large dormitory 'House'. A man with 

apparently no ethics except his wishing to serve the Hillary Clinton wing of the powerful, Cass 

Sunstein was able to receive a portion of Joan Lukey's widely-distributed bribes, for indulging 

the campaign of terrorism, extortion, and defamation against his classmate. 

 

Cass Sunstein is  deeply implicated in the crimes of the child-rape network threatening to 

murder his classmate, in that Sunstein is a leading propagandist for the child-rape network 

planting lies on the internet to attack common people. Along with Sunstein refusing to write 

or sign even a one-sentence note asking for prosecution of those menacing to murder his 

classmate, Sunstein has declined to modify or amend his oily propaganda for 'wiki world' and 

'nudging', as euphemisms for what Sunstein knows are child-rape criminals spreading lies to 

destroy and kill people, including the attacking on someone Sunstein knew as a boy. 
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The criminally fraudulent ACLU American Civil Liberties Union. It should be noted that the 

corrupt ACLU has taken an active role in supporting the crimes of the child-rape gang tied to 

Robert Mueller, and threatening to murder Dr Les Sachs. Although the US citizenry is 

unaware of this, thanks to Google hiding ACLU corruption, the ACLU is in many ways helping 

to destroy American civil liberties. 

 

The ACLU seems eager to support any crime scheme linked to Hillary Clinton, even if those 

crimes include child rape, race hate, foreign terrorist groups bribing US judges, and US law 

firms creating fraudulent documents claiming that an FBI witness instantly "agreed" to ban 

his own freedom of speech for life, plus allow his career and reputation be destroyed, plus be 

always banned from responding to lies and hoaxes, plus live for life as a personal slave paying 

funds to a US judge's friends. 

 

Although the ACLU held hundreds of pages of documents proving his crimes, the ACLU 

honoured German neo-Nazi lawyer Tim Schulte as an 'ACLU partner', despite the ACLU 

knowing Schulte had been paid by British company Pearson to threaten to torture Dr Les 

Sachs to death. Preferring to help the terrorists, the ACLU rejected offers of tens of 

thousands in donations, if they would defend Dr Les Sachs' Constitutional rights,  

 

The ACLU also is eager to maintain a good relation with the lawyers at Google, despite how 

Google's legal department is involved in child rape, threats to kill people, and destroying civil 

liberties of victims. The ACLU supports Google as partners in the Mueller-tied felonies, and 

Google in return, promotes the fraudulent ACLU as 'America's leading civil liberties group', 

whilst hiding from internet search, literature showing the ACLU is a fraud. 

 

Although it handles some cases - especially when in corporate media - the ACLU ignores 

many more important victims, and many kinds of systematic corruption. The ACLU laughs 

about how many black people are jailed on stitched-up charges handled dishonestly, and 

about all the lives destroyed by lawyers involved in corruption and bribery. Via the ACLU  

supporting causes such as the paedophile-tinged Man-Boy Love Association, thus appearing 

to be supporting "extreme civil liberties", the ACLU encourages corrupt figures, like Mueller's 

gang, to use the ACLU name to de-legitimise victims the ACLU is not defending. 

 

During the Obama years, the ACLU entered into even bigger corruption as a CIA contractor, 

giving legal and fundraising fraud support to fake "dissidents" who are actually intel agent 

hoaxes and frauds, the ACLU thus helping to 'rat trap' real dissidents and whistle-blowers 

who get duped by these CIA-tied operations, carried out against the USA's own domestic 

citizenry, as well as against foreign countries. 
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Mueller-tied gang threatening American lawyers. Because of Google and media information 

suppression, many US citizens are unaware of the sadder sides of the US legal system, and 

how Mueller's law partners are able to threaten lawyers all across America. At Mueller's law 

firms, there is laughter about how if any lawyer makes a court filing against them for the 

felonies involving Mueller, "It'll be the last day you practice law, motherf-cker!" 

 

In fact there is a sad catalogue of at least some dozens of lawyers all across America, 

sometimes with very distinguished long careers, and how they were sometimes instantly 

destroyed - disbarred and losing their law licence, bankrupted, even jailed - directly after 

making a court filing exposing judge bribery and legal corruption. Either the lawyer is held to 

be in 'contempt of court' for making a filing about corruption, or some old dusty complaint 

against the lawyer is suddenly revived and upheld in order to ruin the lawyer's career and life. 

Senior lawyers in the bar associations, alongside judges inclined to cover for corruption, form 

cartels in many states to destroy civil liberties in this way, making a few 'examples' of 

destroyed lawyers, to show the other lawyers what they need to fear. 

 

The threat of this kind of revenge against an honest lawyer, has been used effectively in the 

Mueller-tied crime scheme. As DOJ knows, at one point Dr Les Sachs was able to offer a half-

million US dollars to any lawyer who was brave enough to defend his Constitutional rights. 

But aside from the usual US lawyer con artists trying to defraud $10,000 or $50,000 for a 

worthless 'research and review', no lawyer was ever brave enough to stand for Dr Les Sachs 

in a US courtroom against this gang, although a number have privately expressed they wish it 

weren't 'suicidal' for a lawyer to defend the US Constitution on his behalf. And indeed, some 

lawyers in Virginia helped to save Dr Les Sachs' life when Judge Payne's friends were moving 

in to kill Sachs, telling him when he needed to escape and disappear in order to save himself. 

 

Crime centre shift from WilmerHale to Ropes Gray. At one point, Robert Mueller's friends at 

WilmerHale who paid him so generously in this criminal scheme, became nervous about 

corrupt lawyer Joan Ann Lukey running all these felonies out of WilmerHale offices. So they 

fired her, but helped her land at Ropes Gray, encouraging her to continue massive felonies at 

the law offices there, making Ropes Gray into an agent of WilmerHale as well as Britain's 

Pearson and the other companies funding this criminal scheme. WilmerHale give Ropes Gray 

documents which both firms knew to be fraudulent, WilmerHale encouraging Ropes Gray to 

use these documents for more criminal terrorising of Dr Les Sachs. WilmerHale is of course 

civilly and criminally liable for all related felonies at Ropes Gray, which is an agent for 

WilmerHale as well as the entire chain of criminals going back to the funding trio in Britain. 

 

Ropes Gray fully understood that Joan Lukey was an extortion and terrorist criminal when 

they hired her, both Ropes Gray and WilmerHale knowing that Joan Lukey deserves to die 

inside of a US federal prison cell. But Ropes Gray agreed with WilmerHale that these felonies 
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involving Robert Mueller and Patrick Fitzgerald, linked to Hillary Clinton, are very clever 

felonies they feel sure will never be prosecuted. 

 

In case WilmerHale and Ropes Gray try to pretend Joan Lukey was a 'rogue lawyer' at the 

firms, they can be firmly reminded of all the e-mail and fax records, showing that Lukey's 

felony crimes were well-known to the top managing partners at both firms - Robert Mueller's 

dear friends - and both firms' leading partners always concurred, 'This is totally successful 

child rape, extortion, perjury, bribery, and channelling foreign terrorist funds into the United 

States, and we're all going to get away with this.' 

 

Danger to FBI agents and DOJ personnel. All these criminals here connected to Robert 

Mueller, have grown very arrogant with their long 'success' in these felonies, and even now 

they feel assured that 'our friend Bob Mueller in Washington is going to take care of us'. But 

as a note for the protection of my once-colleagues at DOJ, I recommend caution in 

approaching these criminals. Most all of them know they face long prison terms when these 

crimes being prosecuted, and so they won't hesitate to kill in some emotional explosion. 

 

This particularly applies to the psychopath book author Cornwell, who has long 'gamed' in her 

drug-and-drink addled, psychologically-troubled brain, what will happen if the Day of the 

Reckoning comes regarding her long string of felonies she enjoyed committing, as advised by 

her lawyers. Cornwell has spoken of using her guns in a 'glamour' shoot-out with federal 

agents, perhaps killing one or two FBI officers before she is killed herself, and has ruminated 

about "all the extra book sales" that would happen after she was dead, thinking she would be 

remembered as going out like a 'big shoot-out girl' who killed some FBI agents. 

 

Cornwell has already destroyed the careers of FBI agents in the past, so adding a few more 

destroyed lives within DOJ, is something that she - and Robert Mueller's crime partners like 

Joan Lukey - won't hesitate to do. 

 

Singular crimes, Mueller gang arrogance. It has been quite a long time since I was a kid 

working in the offices of DOJ not far from its headquarters in Washington, able to spend a 

lunch hour watching a long-ago US President get onto his helicopter. As a spiritual guy, I tend 

to believe important things happen for a reason, and the thousands of common people, 

victims of injustice by some gangster lawyer, who have gotten comfort from my writings - 

when they could find them despite Google - that perhaps has been reason enough, for my 

becoming a victim of these monstrous crimes I witnessed, crimes overseen by Robert Mueller 

and Patrick Fitzgerald and their many gangster friends bribing two federal judges. 
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Despite Google censorship, the Mueller-Fitzgerald DOJ indulgence of these felonies is now 

coming home to roost, with extraditions being justifiably stopped, given that DOJ has so far 

not acted to rectify the situation regarding the crimes overseen by Mueller and Fitzgerald. 

 

And now we have Robert Mueller, a well-paid political agent of a foreign extortion and 

terrorist gang, ironically investigating 'foreign influence', in line for even greater riches if he 

can damage and de-stabilise the United States Presidency of Donald J Trump, a brave figure 

who has made history. President Trump has shown unique courage serving the common, 

forgotten American, of a kind that reminded me of my own 'foolish' bravery, in risking my 

own life, to try and defend human and Constitutional rights in the United States, against the 

Mueller-tied gang of terrorist criminals, who forced me to become a political exile under 

government protection, in my other citizenship home in Europe. Godspeed to President 

Trump as this same crime gang, now menaces him as well. 

 

Mueller's crime and law partners at WilmerHale and Ropes Gray, continue to vow to murder 

Dr Les Sachs, they promise that "We'll kill that Jew f-cker if he ever sets foot back in 

America." Certainly at the very least they would instantly seek 'contempt of court' jailing of 

Dr Sachs, using fraudulent documents which they have been repeatedly entering into US 

federal court records, abusing US federal courts to make them into a tool of lying, libelling, 

extortion and terrorism. The Robert-Mueller-tied crime gang remains arrogant, saying, "F-

cking no one is allowed to talk about how people like me bribe judges in America ... Bribed 

American judges, motherf-cker! That's the game we play! What game are you playing, 

motherf-cker?" 

 

Witnesses and victims who provided me with information, have risked their lives doing so, 

and so I say a word to honour them here, and hope they may be protected by action taken to 

put the Mueller-tied crime gangs en route to prison where they belong. Of course I realise 

that each of you who receive this document, must have courage in order to act on this 

information, a courage that is far beyond what is normally seen. May the spirits guide you. 

 

Sincerely - and with greetings to the American common people, whom I was forced to leave - 

 

Dr Les Sachs (Leszek - Leslie Sachs) 

Postbus 23, B-1090, Brussels, Belgium 

L.Sachs@protonmail.com ... or: L.Sachs@dr-les-sachs.eu 

 

Dr Les Sachs has benefited from the protection of the Kingdom of Belgium, and the law 

offices of Georges-Henri Beauthier, Berckmansstraat 89, B-1060 Brussels, Belgium 


